Guess Who
by
Owen Loughnane

FADE IN.
INT. INTERROGATION ROOM. NIGHT.
A single light bulb swinging in a pitch black room. The
light illuminating the 2 men who are sitting opposite each
other. VINNY has his hand under the table handcuffed,
DETECTIVE CON is sitting with a cup of coffee.
DETECTIVE CON
Just tell us who did it
Vinny doesn't break eye contact
DETECTIVE CON (CONT'D)
We know you know Vinny, we can
protect you
VINNY
(scoffs) you can't even
protect yourselves
*beat*
DETECTIVE CON
Alright, we tried it the easy way
Detective Con stands up, Vinny's eyes following him as he
stands up.
From behind Vinny a cigar is lit by a zippo lighter to
illuminate the face of AGENT DEC. Vinny breaks eye contact
with Detective Con
Agent Dec slams Vinny's head on the table, his nose starts
bleeding
Agent Dec walks round the table to sit in his seat
VINNY (UNDER HIS BREATH)
uuuh fuzzy
Agent Dec sits in his seat, and stares Vinny in the eye
without breaking eye contact, Vinny is blinking to regain
vision
Who?

AGENT DEC

Vinny takes a sharp breath in as the questions asked
VINNY
I can't... please

2.
Agent Dec grabs Vinnys head and slams it into the table
again
Vinny's eyes widen
VINNY (CONT'D)
Please, I can't
AGENT DEC
What do they look like?
Vinny looks over to Detective Con, who doesn't blink while
staring at him. Agent Dec puts his .357 Magnum on the
table.
VINNY
Alright,... he has black hair
Vinny looks over to Detective Con as he starts tapping
away, Dec does break the stare at Vinny.
AGENT DEC
What else?
Vinny looks hesitant, Dec keeps staring him in the eyes
VINNY
(sighs) glasses, he has
round glasses with a
pencil mustache
More ticking in the background as Vinny describes
DETECTIVE CON
Vito Gambino
Agent Dec breaks his stare and allows a small smirk at the
corner of his mouth
Vinny drops his shoulders and he hangs his head
Oh god

VINNY

Detective Dec walks past the table.
Suddenly the light turns on to reveal the game sets Guess
Who in front of Declan and Conor.
We win

DEC & CONOR

3.
They all start laughing
FADE OUT:

